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1.  Only IDIOTS -

ISN’T TIME THE AMERICAN PEOPLE REALIZE THERE ARE NO LEGITMATE 

PARTIES PRETENDING TO BE POLITICAL?

This article presents an interpretation of the present malaise that afflicts the political party in 
established democracies. Today, parties are not only seen as inefficient or unscrupulous 
instruments, they are increasingly being labelled as illegitimate. 

The basic reason for this bad reputation lies in their detachment from society and their 
encroachment on the state. 

Parties tried to counteract the difficulties they faced in extracting resources from society 
(members, party identifiers, militants, money) by turning toward the state, which offered 
financial support, paid personnel, physical structures and patronage benefits. 

This shift reinvigorated the parties, which are now richer and more powerful, but it has further 
diminished citizens' confidence in the parties themselves. In order to recover their dwindling 
legitimacy, parties have recently introduced changes, giving members more say in the decision-
making process and in the selection of candidates and leaders. 

However, these innovations have not succeeded in revitalizing them, nor improved their image. 
Thus, parties continue to be unbalanced: powerful and yet distrusted. In this sense, they resemble 
a sort of mighty but unsteady Leviathan.
 
(PDF) Power and the (il)legitimacy of political parties: An unavoidable paradox of 
contemporary democracy?. Available from: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
275484753_Power_and_the_illegitimacy_of_political_parties_An_unavoidable_paradox_of_con
temporary_democracy [accessed Dec 22 2018].

THE SOVEREIGN AMERICAN PEOPLE 

ARE THE ONLY 

LAWFUL AUTHORITY IN AMERICA!

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275484753_Power_and_the_illegitimacy_of_political_parties_An_unavoidable_paradox_of_contemporary_democracy
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***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative 
Authority in America Recognizes “We the People,” 

are Sovereign!

https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
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2.  WE PERMIT OTHERS TO PUSH OUR BUTTONS

WE PERMIT OTHERS TO PUSH OUR BUTTONS?

THEN WE STAND AROUND AND BITCH ABOUT THE RESULTS…

 Americans or subversives – There is no “left!” There is no “right”

https://scannedretina.com/2015/06/23/americans-or-subversives-there-is-no-left-there-is-no-right/
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3.  The CREATOR ...CREATED SOVEREIGNS - 

SORRY THERE IS NO NICE WAY TO PUT THIS…

• Then we got stupid!

• Then we got lazy!

• Then we became soft!

• Then we became complacent!

• Then we became a society satisfied to be entertained…

Spectators NO MORE!!!…The People are the 
Final Arbiters.

◆ The TV replaced the lions…but the Christians are still the target!

  

How unAmerican is that? 

https://scannedretina.com/2014/05/09/spectators-no-more-the-people-are-the-final-arbiters/
https://scannedretina.com/2014/05/09/spectators-no-more-the-people-are-the-final-arbiters/
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4.  …THERE IS NO LEGITMATE GOVERNMENT!

FACE IT AMERICANS…

At least since the time of LINCOLN —

…THERE IS NO LEGITMATE GOVERNMENT!

…THERE IS NO LEGITMATE CONGRESS!

…THERE IS NOTHING REAL IN OUR CURRENT REALITY EXCEPT…

◆ CRIMINALS.

✓ CRIMINAL IMPEROSNATORS  ACTING AS IMPOTORS…

✓ IMPOSTORS PRETENDING TO REPRESENT THE PEOPLE!
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5.  AND BEHIND THE WHOLE FRAUDULENT SCAM — 

AND BEHIND THE WHOLE FRAUDULENT SCAM — 

-  ATTORNEYS

-  BANKERS
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6.  12-22-18 And Netty SEZ - 
From: <netty@tasteofaz.com>

Subject: Sen Graham Finds Skeleton In Pelosi’s Closet...'Feb of this yr 44 Dems 
voted 4bill w/ $25B 4wall. In 2013 Schumer bill...w/$8B 4wall...$42B 4securing 
border...Dems want @POTUS Trump 2LOSE more than 4country 2win..voted 
2secure border b4 but won’t 4 Trump

Date: December 22, 2018 at 7:30:48 AM PST

To: "'Netty Wisbaum'" <Netty@tasteofaz.com>

Sen Graham Finds Skeleton In Pelosi’s Closet...'in Feb of this yr 44 Dems voted 4bill w/ 

$25B 4wall. In 2013 Schumer bill...w/$8B 4wall...$42B 4securing border...Dems want 

@POTUS Trump 2LOSE more than 4country 2win..voted 2secure border b4 but won’t do it 

4Trump'

https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/13/lindsey-graham-finds-skeleton-in-nancy-

pelosis-closet-ruthlessly-exposes-it/

We the people are being played as suckers!

AM I WRONG?  

arnie

https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/13/lindsey-graham-finds-skeleton-in-nancy-pelosis-closet-ruthlessly-exposes-it/
https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/13/lindsey-graham-finds-skeleton-in-nancy-pelosis-closet-ruthlessly-exposes-it/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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7.  

FRAUD VITIATES ALL

◦ Nancy Pelosi is a corporate fiction. A “legal,” entity. A 
dead one.

◦ Election Fraud – Speaker Nancy Pelosi – Third and 
Final Request!

◦ Nancy Pelosi – Agenda 21 – Treason

◦ Pelosi Smear – Aiding and Abetting!

https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/30/fraud-vitiates-all-everything-is-null-and-void/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/11/17/nancy-pelosi-is-a-corporate-fiction-a-legal-entity-a-dead-one/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/11/17/nancy-pelosi-is-a-corporate-fiction-a-legal-entity-a-dead-one/
https://scannedretina.com/2010/09/25/speaker-nancy-pelosi-third-and-final-request/
https://scannedretina.com/2010/09/25/speaker-nancy-pelosi-third-and-final-request/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/06/05/nancy-pelosi-agenda-21-treason/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/11/04/pelosi-smear-aiding-and-abetting/
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8.  12-22-18 And Netty SEZ - -1
We The People Will Fund The Wall https://www.gofundme.com/
TheTrumpWall?
pc=tw_dn_cpgntopnavlarge_r&rcid=r01-154543638621-
f69816a7465440f1
 
@POTUS Trump has 3 border wall trump cards https://
www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/
trump_has_3_border_wall_trump_cards.html#.XB14qSFmYv4.twitte
r
 
The Hysteria From America-Last Liberals...'Another week of insane 
demagoguery from the open borders crowd' https://spectator.org/
the-hysteria-from-america-last-liberals/
 
Colorado Baker Back In Court After Refusing To Bake Gender 
Transition Cake https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/20/
colorado-baker-back-in-court-after-refusing-to-bake-gender-
transition-cake/
 
A SUPERB TWEET: Fight the Liberal Double 
Standard @ExposingLibsBS Dec 16
More 
∑         I didn’t vote for @POTUS Trump’s personal life. I voted for a 

guy who hated the poison of politics as much as most of us. I 
voted for a guy who wouldn’t take any crap and would get things 
done. I voted for an imperfect guy who was perfect for the job, 
and I’ll do it again in 2020

Another GREAT TWEET: Snake Plissken @MrWyattEarpLA
Leftists/many Conservatives don't get that @POTUS Trump 45 isn't 
a Conservative or a Lib. He's a stone-cold pragmatist that gives zero 
f's about ideology & cares about what he thinks works. That's why 
he can legalize weed, pull out of multiple wars, deport millions of 
illegals/fight drug companies.

https://www.gofundme.com/TheTrumpWall?pc=tw_dn_cpgntopnavlarge_r&rcid=r01-154543638621-f69816a7465440f1
https://www.gofundme.com/TheTrumpWall?pc=tw_dn_cpgntopnavlarge_r&rcid=r01-154543638621-f69816a7465440f1
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/12/trump_has_3_border_wall_trump_cards.html#.XB14qSFmYv4.twitter
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https://spectator.org/the-hysteria-from-america-last-liberals/
https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/20/colorado-baker-back-in-court-after-refusing-to-bake-gender-transition-cake/
https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/20/colorado-baker-back-in-court-after-refusing-to-bake-gender-transition-cake/
https://thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/20/colorado-baker-back-in-court-after-refusing-to-bake-gender-transition-cake/
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https://twitter.com/ExposingLibsBS
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https://twitter.com/ExposingLibsBS/status/1074337727594881027
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What Makes @POTUS Trump Run...'We are now governed by likes 
of Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi, who have spent their entire 
lives on the government payroll with zero firsthand private sector 
experience' https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/
what_makes_trump_run.html#.XB15JMh_cUs.twitter
 
Supreme Court rejects Trump's plea to enforce asylum ban on illegal 
immigrants...'The decision was 5-4, with Chief Justice Roberts 
joining his more liberal colleagues in denying DOJ’s stay request' 
http://disq.us/t/39s96f3
 
HUGE! GOP Rep Introduces Bill to Remove Liability Protections 
from Tech Giants -- Will Force Social Media to Pay for Political 
Discrimination https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/12/huge-
gop-rep-introduces-bill-to-remove-liability-protections-from-tech-
giants-will-force-social-media-to-pay-for-political-discrimination/
 
KISS Guitarist Ace Frehley: Americans Can Support Trump 'Or 
Move to Another Country' http://bit.ly/2ECUnUk
 
New media: How conservatives win Gen-Z https://
thepoliticalcurriculum.com/2018/12/21/new-media-how-
conservatives-win-gen-z/
 
Ted Cruz Is Right: Make El Chapo Pay for the Wall https://
www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/12/
ted_cruz_is_right_make_el_chapo_pay_for_the_wall.html#.XB16Sy
W2S6E.twitter
 
Jeff Flake votes no with Democrats http://disq.us/t/39s7y6o
Zuckerpig 4 Prison...'FB merchandizing access 2 your private 
messages...its more than 2 Billlion users felt assured they had 
absolute privacy...yet, docs obtained by the Times show FB granted 
Netflix & Spotify ability 2 read confidential messages' http://
market-ticker.org/akcs-www?post=234733
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Acting AG Whitaker Cleared To Overlook Mueller http://disq.us/t/
39r4l0f
 
Trump reveals final (House) votes for WALL funding http://
disq.us/t/39r4fow
 
It's a sad day in America when the Mexican government is doing 
more to protect our borders http://disq.us/t/39s9px1
 
@POTUS Donald Trump 'Prepared for a Long Shutdown' http://
bit.ly/2EDMhL6
 
 
 
Best Regards,

 
@tasteofaz on Twitter
602 826-5652 Cell
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